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Welcome to Galahad Porter Best of the
Blog 6!
If you follow me on Facebook, Twitter or on my
blog at galahadporter.com you are pretty well up
to date. For those who live by email alone, I have
created this PDF file to bring you some edited
highlights of the website section 'The Blog'. I try to
publish this every 3 months or so, fitting in with
publication milestones.
This issue of the newsletter is later than usual as
we had the release of the Galahad Porter debut
novel At Reception in the autumn!
The book covers three days in the life of hotel
receptionist Sally. Written in first person, you get
to experience everything from her perspective,
especially her thoughts. It also contains a reprint
of some of my blog articles that came out during
the writing process.
Most of my time since the last newletter has been
taken up with marketing and interviews, which
form the basis of this issue.

At Reception now available!
At Reception is now available worldwide as a
paperback book and ebook. Full details and links
can be found at galahadporter.com/the-store.
Your local online and high street stores should be
able to get you the book. For online retailers
search 'Galahad Porter' and it should lead you to
At Reception. If you order from a high street
bookshop you may need to give the retailer the
book ISBN: 9781788032711.
The ebook version of At Reception has been
made available in several leading ebook formats.
If your favourite retailer is unable to supply you,
you can order the book for delivery worldwide
direct from the publishers at:
http://www.troubador.co.uk/book_info.asp?bookid
=4552
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Reviews of At Reception & Literary
Awards!
At last we have some reviews of At Reception!
I am pleased to report that my English teachers at
school would be not just happy for me, but in
shock! See https://www.galahadporter.com/atreception/reviews-of-at-reception for a selection of
reviews
Some of the reviews have been very positive.
These have encouraged me to submit the book
for a number of literary awards, more on this will
follow at a later date.

By way of contrast, for those who missed it, it's
with pleasure I can repeat my 19 February 2017
blog:
You know those childhood mornings, don't you?
The ones where you are dreading the English
class at 9.50am. You know the time exactly, it's
burnt itself deeper and deeper into your mind.
You gave in your two page story a couple of days
ago, and now you are waiting for the teacher's red
pen to smother the pages with corrections. You
put your heart and soul into the dramatic
storyline. But the school only cares about spelling
and grammar, creativity is supressed, no marks
for that! Last time the teacher said 'I've only
highlighted the worst offences'. You've spent the
last few days worried sick that you spelt
beginning with one n. You have no copy of what
you wrote, it's in your exercise book, so there was
no way to calm your nerves. One 'begining' would
mean having to write out 'beginning' 50 times or
more, it's a very long word to get wrong. To crown
it all, the absolute fear of getting anything less
than a c- in a big red circle at the end. That meant
a bad day would get worse when you got home.
All my blogs are available on the GP website.

Think of a part of your day, especially if repeated
several times a week, that only lasts around 30
minutes to an hour. For example, it could be one
of the following: getting up first thing on a morning
on a work day; your commute to work; getting the
kids ready for school; your first 30 minutes after
you arrive at your workplace; shopping in the
supermarket; watching the daily news on TV.
Now, ask yourself how many times you have a
negative thought during that period?
You'll probably start with the major gripes, those
you tell people about. I guess you have no more
than one or two and not every day.
Then, no doubt, you'll start thinking of a few other
issues that irritate you. These are the ones you
mutter to yourself about.
Finally you'll start to realise I am also talking
about thoughts you not only think but maybe also
feel. They are quickly forgotten, and you may not
even realise you had such fleeting negative
moments. In particular, don't forget the thoughts
you have in anticipation of something, eg the train
better be on time, which you may repeatedly think
several times ahead of the event!
Try running through your 30 minutes in slow
motion. Think about how you felt at each exact
moment.
How long is your list of whinges now?
A lot of Sally's perceived 'negative attitude' comes
in reality from expressing her opinions. How many
of your opinions could be seen by someone else
as reflecting a negative attitude? Politically
correct types may even find a lot of your so called
'positive humour' as negative!

How negative are you? Take the Sally
test! (first published 23/11/2017)
As At Reception is written in an extreme first
person style, it is not to everyone's taste! In
particular, some people find the attitude of our
hotel receptionist Sally to be too negative on
everything. As explained in the author's note and
blurb, Sally is a very unusual character. Living
alone and only confiding in inanimate objects
such as her stuffed toy pets, the vase of flowers
and large lobby mirror at her work, she suffers her
psychological issues on her own. The story
covers three days at work during which she
opens up to the idea of a human relationship. But
is her negativity, in fact, not much different to that
of you the reader? If you think not, try this:

By this stage you may well feel that you are, in
fact, more negative than positive...
One point I have made on a number of occasions
is that I don't expect the reader to like Sally. I am
sure that even your best friends don't tell you
everything they are thinking, especially about you.
If they did you may not like them so much!
Using extreme first person takes you into Sally's
mind, giving you all her thoughts. If you like the
sound of that you may enjoy At Reception. It's
available worldwide through bookstores and
online as a paperback and ebook. For links to
reviews, a free to read extract, and selected
retailers see galahadporter.com/the-store.

Interviews with Galahad Porter
The publication of At Reception resulted in a
number of requests for interviews etc. These
provide background and insight into the novel and
the writing process.
Links to a number of these are given at
galahadporter.com/articles-interviews. I have also
reproduced the Highlights magazine interview at
the end of this newsletter.

Final word.....
Just because the novel is finished doesn't mean
I'll be entirely focussed on writing the trilogy.
Marketing, interviews and advertising programs
continue. Potential ongoing future demand from
the hospitality industry means promotion of At
Reception will remain a long term activity.
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